HOM ES

breathing space
A COUPLE FORGED PERMANENT TIES WITH THEIR FAVOURITE HOLIDAY SPOT BY
TRANSFORMING A DARK AND DATED PROPERTY INTO THEIR OWN IDYLLIC GETAWAY
Story & Styling KYLIE JACKES Photography LOUISE ROCHE

TRANQUIL RETREAT Holidays are made of this: a harmonious palette of materials and tones in homeowners Monika and Steve’s

holiday escape in northern NSW reflects its beautiful leafy setting. A buffet sideboard from Alabaster Trader (opposite) showcases the
‘Safi’ artwork by Kathy Brauer, while custom shelving (top left) displays coral and global trinkets, including Moroccan lanterns from
Ha’veli of Byron Bay. Ha’veli’s linen also dresses the day bed (top right) in the former study turned guest room, where Monika relaxes
beneath a HK Living wall hanging. Hardwood timber floors (above left) were sanded back and refinished in a natural clear matt finish,
which feels wonderful underfoot, while market bags by the front door (above right) are at the ready for weekend food shopping trips. >
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LIVING ROOM “One of the most effective changes was

painting the interior white, particularly the timber-lined roof,
as it accentuated the soaring ceilings and sense of space,”
explains stylist Ky Drury of the Resene White Pointer paint
in quarter strength. The neutral base helps showcase one of
the owners’ biggest splurges, a Bisque Interiors coffee table
(below & opposite left) made from the ceiling of an Indian
palace. Custom joinery displays a trove of textural trinkets,
alongside a Zaffero Lighting floor lamp that mirrors the
texture of the ‘Malawi’ chairs from Uniqwa Furniture. A Nikau
Store rug and sofa from Bisque Interiors combine with Feather
+ Oak cushions in Blush for an easy-on-the-eye blend of tones. >

DINING

When family stay − including Monika’s
mum, Kati, who travels from Hungary
each Christmas − they gather at the dining
table (top left) handcrafted by Hendrix
The Maker. Rattan Uniqwa Furniture
dining chairs are elegantly mixed with
cross back chairs from Brisbane Furniture,
with a soft rug from Miss Amara and
pendants, also Uniqwa Furniture, unifying
the space. Dried foliage atop a living room
shelf (above) suits the home’s earthy palette,
and shells and coral from Salt & Wood, Byron
Bay, serve as a reminder the beach isn’t far.
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emories of Seychelles, a small cluster of tropical islands
off the east cost of Africa, where Monika and Steve
met and fell in love almost 20 years ago, sparked the
Canberra couple’s passion for the northern NSW
haven of Byron Bay. “Byron had the same incredible
beaches, lush tropical rainforests, the humidity and laid-back feel we
loved so much about Seychelles,” says Monika. The couple found
themselves returning to Byron year after year, and with each visit,
they became more enamoured with the area. “We had friends and
colleagues who had either moved to Byron or bought a holiday house
and we thought, ‘Why not have our own place there too?’,” says Steve.
The search for the perfect retreat took years, extending eventually
to the pretty hinterland surrounding Byron, where the couple found,
at last, a property that was enveloped in trees. “It was the environment
of our dreams – just beautiful, but the house wasn’t so great,” recalls
Monika. “It was dark and dated and renovating seemed too much
for us to take on by ourselves, particularly with living interstate,”
adds Steve. However, an introduction to local interior stylist Ky
Drury changed their perspective and, after seeing her work, the
couple enlisted Ky to project-manage a year-long property revamp.
“When we saw what she’d done with her own home, we just loved
it and wanted a very similar look here,” explains Steve of their
brief, which centred around creating a relaxed holiday feel using
a palette of natural materials and earthy colours.
Working with master builder Todd Knaus, key changes took
shape, including new kitchen and bathroom fit-outs, the addition of
a back deck, and a reworked layout to incorporate a fourth bedroom
and an enlarged main bedroom. One of the most significant
alterations was changing and enlarging virtually every window and
door to draw in abundant natural light, which worked wonders
coupled with freshly painted walls and soaring raked ceilings. >
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1980s dark timber tops were banished in favour
of timeless white cabinetry colour-matched to
the walls, with a subway splashback and slim
Caesarstone benchtops in Cloudburst.
The renovation allowed for an island (below)
with generous storage, which includes an
eye-catching timber shelf that displays
servingware. Cleverly, a sash window above the
sink was switched to a gas-strut one (below &
opposite right). “It’s such a big pane of glass, you
can appreciate the view more and it’s a handy
servery,” says Steve. A custom table by Hendrix
The Maker (opposite far right) teams with an
Armadillo & Co rug, Uniqwa Furniture chairs and
a ‘Bonita’ pendant by Darcy Clarke to create an
inviting casual dining area.

Timber floors were rejuvenated, while unique ethnic pieces were
combined with modern furniture and layers of soft furnishings to
create a fusion of coastal and subcontinent styles. Local makers also
feature. “In creating our holiday home, we wanted to support local
businesses as much as possible,” says Monika of handcrafted pieces,
such as the kitchen and dining tables made from recycled timber by
local company Hendrix The Maker. Carefully chosen artworks, all
collected over time, also play their part, with a piece by Byron artist
(and owner of local store Bisque Interiors) Kathy Brauer inspiring
the soft muted palette of blush and taupe in the living area.
The finishing touch to this escape-of-a-home was a custom
letterbox, which features the home’s name, Bel Ombre, in homage to
the couple’s fond memories of Seychelles. “It’s an area where we lived
and literally translates to ‘nice shade’, which is quite fitting because
in summer the house is very shady and cool,” explains Steve.
A year on from the completion of the renovation, the pair still
can’t quite believe they now have the holiday home they had always
dreamed of, in such a beautiful – and peaceful – pocket of the world.
“We have intense work environments, so it’s an amazing feeling
when we arrive – it’s a complete change of pace,” says Steve. “On
Saturday morning we’ll go to the local market and stock up on fruit
and vegies, then it’s onto Byron for a coffee and beach visit.” The
sightseeing continues in their own backyard, which teems
with bird life and even sports a resident koala. Says Monika, with
a smile, “Obviously he thinks it’s a nice quiet place, too.”

BACK DECK

Monika and Steve enjoy a bite to eat on the newly
constructed back deck (above), fitted out elegantly
with a Uniqwa Furniture table setting and striking
pendants from The Beach Furniture. >
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WE LOVE...
A neutral palette layered with
textural focal pieces instils
a sense of calm in the main
bedroom. “My two favourite
pieces in the house are the
carved bedhead, combined
with the hanging silk and
bamboo bedside pendants,”
says Monika of the handcrafted
pieces from Alabaster Trader
and Ay Illuminate. Visit
alabastertrader.com,
ayilluminate.com and
wovenhusk.com.au.

“I LOVE THE
FACT THE
ROOM IS FILLED
WITH
MATERIALS, AND
WHEN WE LIE IN
BED WE LOOK OUT
ONTO NATURE”
~ MONIKA

ENSUITE Previously a combined ensuite and walk-in robe, this space was

reconfigured into a luxuriously large ensuite (top left & left). The pared-back
palette mixes a classic white subway look on the walls with charcoal floor tiles,
from Surface Society, while a custom timber vanity teamed with tactile rattan
handles lends warmth. Rather than standard bathroom accessories, a Uniqwa
Furniture ‘Lava Stone Stool’ and bamboo ladder from Cactus Hill Project enliven
the wet area and keep soap and soft towels handy.

CONTACTS

Design
Ky Drury, Ky Drury Designs,
0409 132 077.
Builder
Todd Knaus Constructions,
0429 856 676, toddknaus.com.au.
Rental
Byron Bay Luxury Holidays,
byronbayluxuryholidays.com.au.

DRESSING AREA A pokey, asymmetrical sunroom attached to the bedroom
was transformed into a spacious dressing area fitted out with built-in cupboards
and ‘Kukooma’ occasional chairs from Uniqwa Furniture (above). Doubling as a quiet,
sun-drenched spot to read, the dressing area is fitted with sheer curtains suspended
from above that softly frame the nook, which in turn overlooks lush vegetation.
MAIN BEDROOM “When you live in the city you get woken up by traffic, but

here it’s birdsong,” says Steve, of the couple’s serene bedroom (opposite), where a
clerestory window gazes out over tree tops, and a custom ‘Coqui’ wall hanging made
from raffia and white sepia bone by artist Stacy Madden, of Woven Husk, is the
crowning glory. Bemboka bed linen, a bench by Ha’veli of Byron Bay and carved
timber Uniqwa Furniture tables soothe the senses and evoke the essence of luxury. >
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HOLIDAY HAVEN
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INSIDE STORY

MONIKA & STEVE’S HOME

Who stays here?
Monika, an anaesthetist; and
Steve, an accountant.
Would you recommend working
with an interior designer?
Steve: “For us, using an experienced interior
designer was the best decision we made. While
we know what we like when we see it, we didn’t
have the design skills to create this on our own.”
Why natural materials and textures?
Monika: “I love the natural and relaxed feel
that they create. The house is set in an
environment where we are surrounded by
nature... so the natural materials in the
house bring a sense of that inside.”
The best thing about where you stay?
Steve: “It’s a very small town with a friendly
‘small town’ atmosphere, but also top-quality
cafes, restaurants and great markets.”
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1. ‘Safi’ original artwork by
Kathy Brauer, prints available
from Bisque Interiors.
2. Monika and Steve in their
revamped kitchen.
3. Open American oak timber
shelves display ceramics.
4. A Ramie cushion in Blush,
by Feather + Oak.
5. Indian coffee table from
Bisque Interiors.
6. Alabaster Trader bedhead,
‘Coqui’ wall hanging by Woven
Husk and pendants by Ay
Illuminate in the master bedroom.
7. A custom table by Hendrix
the Maker paired with ‘Safari’
armchairs from Uniqwa Furniture.
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ACTUAL PAINT COLOURS MAY VARY ON APPLICATION
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